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AK Durable Supply Co. originates from a design and riding collective based along 
the rugged coast line of Cape Town, South Africa. We are all about re-defining 
the performance user-experience of gear for surf, wake, and wind sports. With a 
concise range of technical components and accessories, AK aims to enhance your 
board riding, life, and travel experience.
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Foils are one of the most interesting ideas that have seen significant innovation 
over the last few years. Our love of surf inspired us to develop a pure surf foil, 
which is compatible with smaller wings for crossover use in wake, kite, and surf. 
Foil surfing has opened up and allowed us to utilize the smallest waves and 
onshore conditions, bringing a new sensation to performance surfing.

FOILS

AK SURF FOIL -  MEDIUM

02



The AK Surf Foil Medium was developed 
specifically as a crossover surf foil to 
perform in small to medium size waves, and 
as a light wind, lower speed, kite wing. 

The AK Surf Foil Large was developed 
specifically as a surf foil to perform in small 
to medium size waves, or for heavier riders 
over 80kg / 200LBS, in all-around surf or for 
light wind kite foiling. 

• Surf specific foil also ideal for light wind kiting.

• Medium rear wing for versatile performance.

• 1300cm² AK Surf front wing.

• Surf specific foil ideal for heavy weight & light wind kiting.

• Large rear wing for versatile performance.

• 1600cm² AK Surf front wing.

SURF FOIL SURF FOIL

The intermediate aspect ratio front wing 
with updated profiles provide the perfect 
balance between maneuverability, speed, 
and pumping.

The intermediate aspect ratio wings with 
updated profiles provide the perfect 
balance between maneuverability, 
speed, and pumping. 

0403

LARGEMEDIUM UPDATED

Mast:  70cm
Front Wing: 1300cm²
Rear Wing: 260cm²

Mast:  70cm
Front Wing: 1600cm²
Rear Wing: 300cm²

Ride the Surf foil with a 60cm mast when learning, or an 80cm mast for advanced riding. Ride the Surf foil with a 60cm mast when learning, or an 80cm mast for advanced riding.



FINS & TRACTION
Designed to enhance your riding experience, AK has developed a range of 
durable and performance oriented fins and traction. 

Taking personal preference to a new level, the range has been designed to be 
completely modular, and offer you exactly what you’re looking for. From the 
2.5mm Ultrathin traction, 4mm Classic that includes a full deck option, to the 
Glue on Insert Pads; you can select the best setup for your wave riding style. 

RIDER: Wesley Lewis
PHOTO: Graham Wiles

The combination of the larger outer fins 
and smaller centre fin give the rider a 
loose feeling under foot at slower speeds, 
while helping to generate speed and 
maintain grip as you pick up the pace.

Thruster Set
 
Side Fins:
Height: 4.78” 
Base: 4.59”
7° Cant.
Flat Foil.

Ideal Board & Conditions: 
Shorter, wider, boards in small to medium 
sized waves, as well as strapless riding.

 
Flex Rating: 
More flex for added pop in smaller conditions. 

The AK6 Hex-Core is a drive orientated 
fin with incredible low-end power and 
engineered tip flex, optimizing high-end 
control. The Hex-Core reduces weight and 
works in conjunction with the engineered flex.

Thruster Set
 
Side Fins:
Height: 4.59” 
Base: 4.4”
7° Cant.
Flat Foil.

Ideal Board & Conditions: 
Performance down the line thruster, 
perfect for clean medium sized surf.

Flex Rating: 
Medium stiffness for good hold in bigger surf.

Center Fin:
Height: 4.62”
Base: 4.39”

Center Fin:
Height: 4.22”
Base: 4.03”

Size: 
Medium
65kg - 80kg / 145 - 175 Lbs

Compatibility: 
Futures fin boxes.

Size: 
Medium
65kg - 80kg / 145 - 175 Lbs

Compatibility: 
Futures fin boxes.

AK6

THRASHER

HEX-CORE

HEX-CORE

UPDATED

UPDATED
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ULTRATHINTRACTION STYLE OVERVIEW

At 2.5mm thick, the Ultrathin corduroy 
traction is the lowest profile traction in the 
range. Designed with streamlined grooving 
for a direct connection to your board.

The 2.5mm Ultrathin traction is the lowest profile 
traction in the range. Designed with streamlined 
grooving, for a direct connection to your board. 

ULTRATHIN
2.5mm Corduroy.
Front & Rear.

TEAM - REAR
4mm Quad | Cord.
6mm Arch Bar.

TEAM - FRONT
4mm Corduroy.
6mm Arch Bar.

CLASSIC
4mm Quad Lock.
Front & Rear.

ULTRACUSH
8mm Quad Lock.
Front & Rear.

GLUE ON INSERT PAD
2.5mm Corduroy.
Set of 2 Inserts.

The 4mm Team rear traction features a 6mm Quad 
Lock arch bar, and 4mm Quad Lock and Corduroy 
combination side pads.

The 8mm Ultracush traction features a flexible carbon 
insert between the top and bottom layer of EVA, 
acting as a shock absorber preventing the pad from 
bottoming out.

For a traditional traction feel, the 4mm Classic traction 
offers a comfortable, classic, and reliable Quad Lock 
grooving for a high-grip connection to your board.

The 4mm Team front traction is great for strapped 
in kiting and prone foiling, with a 6mm arch bar 
providing a reference point for your front foot.

The Glue On Insert Pad (GOIP) converts your surf 
traction into a footstrap set. Featuring an ultrathin 
stainless steel threaded insert, within a flexible nylon 
contact pad.  

• 2.5mm Low profile corduroy grooving.
• Multiple configuration options.
• High bond 3M adhesive backing.

MarbleBlack

UPDATED

*Front & rear traction sold seperately.

Front:
3 Piece set.
385 x 300mm.
No arch bar.
Corduroy.

Rear:
3 Piece set.
320 x 300mm.
No arch bar.
Corduroy.
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*Front & rear traction sold seperately.

• 4mm Quad Lock grooving.
• Multiple configuration options.
• High bond 3M adhesive backing. 

For a traditional traction feel, the 4mm 
Classic traction offers a comfortable, 
classic, and reliable Quad Lock grooving 
for a high-grip connection to your board.

White TealBlack

CLASSIC
Front:
3 Piece set.
385 x 300mm.
No arch bar.
Quad Lock.

Rear:
3 Piece set.
320 x 300mm.
No arch bar.
Quad Lock.

• 4mm Quad Lock grooving.
• Full deck configuration.
• High bond 3M adhesive backing.

The 9 piece modular construction of the 
4mm Full Deck traction allows custom 
fitting, spreading side to side for wider 
boards, or spread front to back to 
accommodate longer boards. 

FULL DECK
Full Deck:
9 Piece set.
330 x 1115mm.
No arch bar.
Quad Lock.

UPDATED
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RIDER: Oswald Smith
PHOTO: Kyle Cabano

RIDER: Wesley Lewis
PHOTO: Graham Wiles

RIDER: Oswald Smith
PHOTO: Kyle Cabano



*Front & rear traction sold seperately. *Front & rear traction sold seperately.

TEAM

TEAM FRONT TRACTION

REAR TRACTION

• 4mm Multi-textured competition traction. 
• 6mm Arch bar support.
• Added contour for extra grip & control. 

• 4mm Multi-textured competition traction. 
• 6mm Arch bar support.
• Ideal for strapped in kiting or surf foiling.

The 4mm Team rear traction features a 
6mm Quad Lock arch bar, and 4mm Quad 
Lock and Cord combination side pads.

The 4mm Team front traction is great for 
strapped in kiting and prone foiling, with a 
6mm arch bar providing a reference point 
for your front foot.

Rear:
3 Piece set.
320 x 300mm.
6mm Arch bar.
Quad Lock & Corduroy.

Front:
3 Piece set.
385 x 300mm.
6mm Arch bar.
Quad Lock & Corduroy.

• 8mm Ultracush dual density EVA.
• Carbon re-enforced heel inserts.
• Quad Lock grooving.

The 8mm Ultracush traction features a flexible 
carbon insert between the top and bottom 
layer of EVA, acting as a shock absorber 
preventing the pad from bottoming out.

Black

ULTRACUSH 
Front:
3 Piece set.
385 x 300mm.
No arch bar.
Quad Lock.

Rear:
3 Piece set.
320 x 300mm.
No arch bar.
Quad Lock.

UPDATED

1413



GLUE ON INSERT PAD GLUE ON INSERT PAD
COMPLETE SETSET OF 2 INSERTS

GOIP TECHNOLOGY

The Glue On Insert Pad (GOIP) converts your 
surf traction into a footstrap set. Featuring an 
ultrathin stainless steel threaded insert, within 
a flexible nylon contact pad that contours to 
the shape of your board. 

The GOIP Complete Set features an ultrathin 
stainless steel threaded insert within a flexible 
nylon contact pad, fitted in a complete 
traction set with a combination of 4mm 
Quad Lock and 2.5mm corduroy grooving.  

• Converts any AK traction into a footstrap set.
• Ultrathin M6 stainless steel threaded inserts.
• 3M high bond adhesive connection.

• 4mm Quad Lock & 2.5mm corduroy grooving.
• M6 stainless steel threaded inserts.
• High bond 3M adhesive backing. 

STAINLESS STEEL 
THREADED INSERT

FOOT STRAP 
INSERTS

GOIP INSERT

GOIP COMPLETE 
TRACTION SET 
*SOLD SEPARATELY

FLEXIBLE NYLON 
CONTACT PAD

3M VHB 
ADHESIVE TAPE

The modular GOIP traction system allows you to 
customize your setup to your specific demands. 

The GOIP traction inserts are interchangeable 
with all AK pads and straps.

Set of 2 Inserts.
270 x 100mm.
Corduroy.

Front:
3-Piece set.
385 x 300mm.
Quad Lock & 
Corduroy.
GOIP Included.

Rear:
3-Piece set.
320 x 300mm.
Quad Lock & 
Corduroy.
GOIP Included.

Black

UPDATED
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MODULAR CONFIGURATION
Traction is an increasingly personal preference on how a rider 
wants to set up their board. The modular traction system allows 
you to customize your setup to your specific demands. 

By removing the centre inserts from the standard front and rear 
traction sets, the GOIP traction inserts are interchangeable 
with all AK pads and straps.

Rear Pad Only. Rear Pad and
Single Front Pad.

Rear Pad and
Double Front Pad.

Full Deck.

RIDER: Oswald Smith
PHOTO: Kyle Cabano
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AK brings a high quality, innovative, and a well-refined harness range to the market. 
Focusing on comfort, durability, and performance to offer a lineup that caters to a 
wide range of riders’ needs. 

HARNESSES

ETHER -  LOW PROFILE & LIGHTWEIGHT HARNESS
The Ether Harness is AK’s lightweight, 
compact harness that prioritizes comfort 
and durability.
 
By removing all unnecessary padding, 
seams and reinforcement, we have created 
an ultralight harness ideal for riders who 
travel and have an affinity for minimalism.
 
Making use of a 3D ergonomically shaped 
load plate combined with our Fly-Line load 

XS | S | M | L | XL
Spreader Bar Sold Separately.

• Minimalist & lightweight waist harness.

• Ultimate lumbar support.

• 3D Shaped load plate.

ETHER

distribution technology, we have been able 
to build a harness that offers the ultimate 
back support while being incredibly thin 
and light.
 
The Ether is designed to work with all 
AK spreader bar systems allowing the 
harness to be used by all riders no matter 
the discipline.

2019



ETHER FEATURES

FLY-LINE
Support  Construction

 
KEY STASH

PE & Mesh Construction

ULTRA LIGHT

WEIGHT 
REDUCED

MULTIPLE 
SPREADER BAR 

OPTIONS
Compatible with all AK Spreader Bar Systems

3D PP
Molded Load Plate

Load Plate

EDGE TENSION 
REDUCTION

Stitch Construction

Hidden Key Pocket

2221



New to the AK product range is the 
hardback Method Harness. The Method 
has all the crucial elements of a classic 
hardback, but with added edge flex and 
accurate anatomical curvature for the 
ultimate ergonomic fit.
 
The Method has been designed using years 
of composite development experience, 
combined with a polymer supporting 
structure for a 3-stage flex pattern. 

XS | S | M | L | XL
Spreader Bar Sold Separately.

•  Ergonomic hardback support.

•  Center oriented stiffness & enhanced edge flex.

•  Composite & polymer fusion construction.

METHOD METHOD FEATURES

With maximum stiffness through the center, 
and flexibility along the harness edge, the 
hardback is able to flex along with your 
body’s movement. The pre-preg composite 
construction of the hardback allows for a long-
lasting stiff structure, giving you the same high-
level support for an extended period of time.
 
For the ultimate comfort, the Method 
features a full neoprene interior combined 
with a layer of memory foam to cushion your 
back from the hard external shell.

2423

CENTER 
ORIENTED 
STIFFNESS

MEMORY 
FOAM

ENHANCED 
EDGE FLEX

HEXCORE

Ergonomic Support

Ergonomic Support

FUSION
Composite & Polymer Construction

Lightweight Stiffening

Ultimate Comfort

Black



The Synth Harness is AK’s classic waist 
harness with a twist. This harness has all 
the important elements of an extremely well-
padded, supportive waist harness with the 
adaptability of a seat. 

The Synth has the option of an integrated 
seat harness connection, from full waist 
harness to a fully supported seat harness. 
This does not interfere with the harness’s 
primary all-around waist harness functionality.
 

XS | S | M | L | XL
Spreader Bar Sold Separately.

Black Dark Teal

•  Full neoprene interior for ultimate comfort.

•  Low profile webbing buckles.

•  Elasticated kidney/positioning belt.

SYNTH

Constructed with low profile pressed 
aluminum webbing buckles to reduce hard 
points and thick material bunching, which 
often cause unnecessary discomfort. 

The Synth features a full neoprene interior, 
and after testing many internal moldings, we 
determined the full neoprene interior had the 
best all-around performance and was the 
most comfortable with and without a wetsuit.

The Seat Connection for the Synth is 
designed to be attached to the Synth 
harness without any extra buckles. 

This system makes use of three Velcro 
sleeves that allow for a strong direct 
connection through the back of the harness, 
while the front is connected through the 
spreader bars’ webbing buckles.

•  Durable back section.

•  Buckleless attachment points.

•  Synth compatibility.

SEAT CONNECTION 

The Seat connection is designed around 
the shape and comfort found in our AK Seat 
Harness to create an extremely comfortable 
lower back support system, ideal for 
learning, foilboarding, or racing. 

XS/S | M | L | XL
Synth Harness Sold Separately.

Black

UPDATED UPDATED
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S | M | L | XL
Spreader Bar Included.

The AK Seat Harness is our classic low cut 
seat harness. Designed to fulfill all seat 
harness riders’ needs, whether you are a 
first time rider or a veteran racer. 

Designed with full adjustability to maximize 
comfort and support, while keeping the 

•  Hidden compression straps.

•  Reinforced padded handle.

•  Internal back support molding.

SEAT

features streamlined and well-hidden to 
prevent obtrusive connection points. 

Ideal for those who are learning, with upper 
back problems, and racing foil or twintip, 
the Seat Harness is ideal for low hook style 
riding and comfort. 

AK has designed and developed spreader bar options from classic stainless spreader 
bars, a rope slider, to our unique one-piece ultralight full carbon spreader bar. AK’s 
versatile webbing buckles make the spreader bar compatible with any harness.

SPREADER BARS

AEROBAR -  PATENT PENDING SAFETY RELEASE MECHANISM.

UPDATED
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The Carbon Aerobar is our unique one-
piece molded composite spreader bar, 
ergonomically designed to move with the 
curve of your body. 

The Aerobar boasts rigidity, weight 
reduction using pre-preg carbon fiber, 
and comfort with a built-in EVA molded bar 
pad. The patented release mechanism is 
installed on both sides of the spreader bar 
to allow easy and instant entry and exit.

•  One-piece molded spreader bar.

•  Lightweight composite construction.

•  Open flushable safety release mechanism.

CARBON AEROBAR

The release mechanism is designed to release 
under tension, making it arguably the safest 
spreader bar on the market. The Aerobar 
release mechanism is designed to be exposed; 
this allows the mechanism to flush out any 
sand or salt that may cause regular release 
mechanisms to jam up and malfunction. 

The webbing buckles are compatible with all 
harnesses with 22mm and 40mm webbing 
slot options.

M - XL: 24cm

The AK Standard Spreader Bar is a 
traditional hook and bar pad combination, 
designed as a simple, reliably performing 
bar that is compatible with all AK harnesses.
 
The spreader bar pad utilizes a 
combination of foam and neoprene for a 
soft contact between yourself and the bar.

•  Traditional hook & bar pad combination.

•  Compatible with all AK harnesses.

•  Simple push release clip. 

STANDARD

This significantly reduces hook twisting 
and riding up while kiteboarding, or while 
keeping the kite overhead.

The Standard Spreader Bar is ideally suited 
for the Synth harness when being used with 
the seat attachment.

UPDATED

3029
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The Tuck-in Spreader Bar is designed to 
minimize the movement of the harness up 
your torso. The wider outline is designed with 
tuck-in tabs that prevent pivoting.
 
Purely designed for the all-around waist 
harness rider. Built in the classic stainless steel 
construction with a simple clip in connection.

•  Tuck-in tabs prevent pivoting & upward movement.

•  Ideal for the Synth harness.

•  Simple push release clip.

TUCK-IN

The Tuck-in Spreader Bar is ideally suited for 
the Synth harness when being used as a pure 
waist harness.

XS - S: 19cm
M - XL: 23cm

XS - XL: 20cm

Ready for the waves, the AK Sliding 
Spreader Bar converts any of the AK 
harnesses into a wave-riding machine.
 
With a traveling line, the Sliding Spreader 
Bar allows the rider to have a wider range 
of motion while riding toe-side and extra 
freedom of movement in powerful turns 
through critical sections of the wave. 

The AK double spliced spectra slider 
allows the harness loop to attach and run 

• Converts any AK Harnesses into a wave-riding machine.

• Wider range of motion while riding hooked in.

• Easy attachable & detachable spectra sliding line.

SLIDING

freely along the rope without excessive wear 
to the loop or the Spectra line. The easily 
removable sliding line allows fast, easy, 
replacement if necessary.

The Tuck-In design of the bar, in 
conjunction with the Spectra sliding line, 
decreases the overall distance between the 
rider and the control system. This gives the 
rider a larger bar throw range, wider wind 
range, and allows riders to access their trim 
strap at any moment.

UPDATED

3231



As the urban wake skating, cable obstacle hitting, and kite foiling trends become 
more popular, an important part of your quiver should be a helmet. They’re designed 
to protect the brain and provide an impact barrier for those unfortunate situations 
where you’re thankful you erred on the right side of caution. You can’t control the 
conditions, but you can prepare for them.

HELMETS

34

Channelling the crossover athlete, the AK 
Riot is built in collaboration with Predator 
Helmets, to bring you a CE certified helmet 
suitable for park, cable, and kiting. 

With a rear dial fit adjuster, added 
padding, and the optional detachable ear 

•  CE certified for watersports use (CE 1385).

•  Rear dial fit-adjuster & fit pad kit.

•  Detachable ear cover option - Sold separately.

RIOT

covers, you can customise the helmet to 
give you a good, snug, fit. 

The Riot features 12 vents for good drainage 
to reduce water retention, and a hard shell 
for impact resistance, keeping your head in 
one piece. 

S - M
L - XL

Black Teal

NEW NEW
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AK designed the CE approved Floatation 
Vest while adhering to strict specifications 
to allow for the certification, while still 
being able to maintain the comfort and 
style of the vest. 

Using a special, high buoyancy foam, this 
vest is certified to act as a life protection 
floatation device. The AK Flotation Vest 
features a chest pocket to hold your 
essentials when riding for a long period 
of time or while competing in races, and 
a dual side zip closure to make sure the 

•  CE approved floatation vest.

•  Maximum comfort for all riders.

•  Cross disciplinary vest for deep water sports.

FLOATATION VEST

harness stays fastened at all times. The 
elastic shoulder straps allow for maximum 
comfort for riders of all sizes, and riders 
wearing varied protection when in the water. 

This floatation vest is a cross disciplinary 
vest and can work for kiteboarding, 
windsurfing, wakeboarding, or any other 
sport involving deep water. The vest 
features a base webbing loop to lock 
around your spreader bar hook, preventing 
the vest from riding up when you are being 
subjected to high forces.

XS - S
M - L
XL - XXL

Black Teal

The AK Binding range is designed with an emphasis on durability, comfort, and high 
performance for all boot-riding disciplines. AK sets out to make sure that all critical 
sewn areas are reinforced. From the high tensile thread used to connect the base 
plate, to the supportive outer shell, and reinforced flex zones around the ankle; 
all elements have been designed to withstand whatever is thrown at them. 

The full range of AK Bindings are built with our high memory impact resistant foot 
beds with added thickness for the ultimate comfort and support. Our ultra-high fiber 
filled injection molded baseplate is built around an aeronautic grade aluminum-
stiffening bar to prevent heel and toe lift for the ultimate direct connection to your 
board when locked in. The base plate is covered with a molded rubber pad to 
protect your board and increase shock absorption between your board and binding.

• High memory foam extra thick impact resistant molded footbed.

• Reinforced flex zones.

• High fiber-fill baseplate.

• Airplane grade aluminum stiffening bar.

• Rubber molded heel lock.

BINDINGS

VELCRO BINDINGS

UPDATED
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The Team Black Binding is built with 
medium flex into the outer shell.

Constructed with our Fly-Line support around 
the foot by reducing the weight of the actual 
material, and allowing the supportive load 

•  Full support responsive performance bindings. 

•  Lightweight fly-line shell construction.

•  Airplane grade aluminum stiffening bar.

TEAM BLACK

and fast response to come from the lines 
running through the whole shell. 

This construction creates a highly responsive 
feel with easy ankle articulation while still 
maintaining a high level of support.

US: 6-7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12-13

MAXIMIZED BINDING FOOT BED

TRADITIONAL

AK FOOT BED

MAXIMIZED BINDING FOOT BED

TRADITIONAL

AK FOOT BED

•  Classic wake boot design.

•  Enhanced stiff PU shell construction.

•  Ultimate support & maximum control over your board.

The Reefer Binding is the stiffest boot in our 
line up. This boot is designed with a classic 
wake boot construction for ultimate support 
and maximum control over your board. 

REEFER

Additional reinforcement has been added in key 
high-wear areas, and increased stiffening in the 
ankle area of the boot make this the ultimate boot 
for riders hitting rails and shredding the park.

US: 6-7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12-13
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The full Velcro Binding with the lace 
conversion kit is the softest binding in the 
AK binding line up. This is AK’s ultimate 
freeride binding with its easy entry and exit 
full Velcro configuration. 

•  Ultimate freeride binding with full Velcro entry.

•  Soft outer shell for comfort & upwind performance.

•  Replaceable Velcro straps & lace conversion kit.

Combined with a soft outer shell, this 
binding makes boot riding easily accessible 
while delivering high-end performance 
characteristics in a comfortable, user-
friendly format.

US: 6-7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | 11 | 12-13

FOOTSTRAPS
Having researched the physiological effects of impact through one’s feet, AK has 
designed a range of footstraps that enhance the feel and performance of any 
twintip. This is achieved by designing a component in such a way to maximize 
support, impact resistance, and comfort. 

VELCRO BINDING

4039

ELEMENT

MAXIMIZED BINDING FOOT BED

TRADITIONAL

AK FOOT BED



The Element sets the standard in comfort, 
durability, and ergonomic support. Through 
extensive research into alignment and the 
natural movement of the rider’s ankles, 
knees, and upper body during riding and 
high impact landings, the Dual Molded 
Direct Impact foot bed was developed.

The two part dual density molded design 
features an ultra-comfortable lower density 
upper layer with extra cushioning on the 
lateral (outer) side of your foot, with a 
denser, more supportive impact resistant 
layer on the medial (inner) side of the foot, 
guiding your knees outwards during high 
impact landings.

•  Premium ergonomic support footstraps.

•  Dual molded direct impact footbed.

•  Angled adjustment straps to fit all foot shapes.

ELEMENT

This technology, common in running and 
athletic shoes, offers the best support and 
stability while minimizing the chances of 
fatigue and injury.

The variable angle adjustment strap 
works in conjunction with the directional 
grooving to keep your foot firmly in place. 
This, combined with the adjustable rubber 
molded tongue, enables you to fine-tune the 
Element to fit your specific foot shape and 
create the ultimate connection to the board. 

Put simply, the Element makes your board 
feel better than ever before.

M - L:  US 6 - 13

Teal

Simplicity, comfort, and durability are the 
primary focuses of the Boost. With a single 
Velcro closure, the strap is quick and easy 
to tighten and loosen for various foot sizes 
with or without booties. 

The Boost features a Dual Density foot 
bed, which is molded with a soft layer that 

•  Velcro fastened foot strap. 

•  Directional grooving for prime board connection.

•  Dual density molded foot bed.

BOOST

contours to your individual foot shape, while 
the denser secondary layer absorbs the 
impact from monster landings. 

The Boost is available in two size options to 
fit the smallest to the largest foot.

Boost Large

Small:  US 3 - 7 
Large:  US 7 - 13

Boost Small

UPDATED UPDATED
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HARNESS SIZE CHART BINDING SIZE CHART
BINDING SIZING GUIDE:

US  6-7 8  9   10    11     12-13

EU     39-40   41  42   43    44     45-46

UK  5-6    7  8   9   10     11-12

JPN    25      26      27.5 28.5  29.5     30.5

4443
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